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The Opportunity
For many years, Afni had been operating a voice care program 
domestically for a leading telecommunications company. The 
primary focus of the program was customer satisfaction and 
issue resolution. Afni had successfully transitioned a similar 
chat program to offshore operations for this partner, so when 
the time came to pilot an offshore location for the voice 
program, they again turned to Afni and a few other partners 
for help. Our team was ready to accept the challenge, and we 
knew we had to take our approach up a notch to meet the 
service level our client and their customers demanded.

The Solution
Our team modified the standard voice care profile used for 
like programs in the Philippines to target “premium” level 
agents who are skilled at connecting with customers. The 
customized profile required additional voice experience in the 
call center environment, with a focus on experience within an 
NPS or CSAT setting. We also increased our skills 
assessment and language assessment ratings, which 
included attributes that were dynamic and customized for 
this program and each individual role. To meet these 
additional requirements, we provided greater benefits and 
higher variable compensation.

PREMIUM 
SERVICES MODEL

Attract top level candidates 
to match the complexity of 

each program.

A Fortune 500 telecommunications partner knew customer engagement interactions could be done 
just as effectively offshore and potentially save their business money while keeping their commit-
ment of service excellence to their customers. But, after a failed attempt, they were skeptical. As a 
go-to partner for this client, Afni was by their side to make it happen this time.
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Finally, we decreased the coach to agent, manager to agent, and QA to agent ratios and based our support ratio on 
the tenure of the agents and the coaches.

As a standard practice, we utilized our Right Start Methodology where we hire leadership and support team roles 
before hiring a single agent. We hired seasoned leadership with specific industry expertise. This system helped us 
start the project off strong, as well as measure the training program, curriculum, and our trainers and coaches, effec-
tively laying the foundation for continuing performance development that supports post-training. After applying our 
Simulated Learning approach early in the new hire training process, we were ready to go live.

Real Results
The program launch was a success. Strong performance with a higher speed to proficiency could be seen right out of 
the gate. Afni-Philippines was the only site to consistently meet and exceed client goals, outperforming all other 
offshore sites and on par with U.S. sites. Importantly, performance remained consistently high through the swift ramp 
of 250 agents within six months. We have earned as high as a #3 ranking globally out of more than 35 sites to date.  
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About Afni
Afni provides customer engagement solutions at each 
step in the customer journey. Our performance, consul-

tative approach,  and industry expertise have earned 
the trust and partnership of many of the world’s leading 

brands. We’re a mid-sized BPO with the ability to scale 
to your needs, plus the flexibility to deliver real results 
quickly. Customer growth, care & retention, consumer 

collection, insurance subrogation, and more.  Start a 
conversation with us to learn more. 




